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SPIDER-FASCINATION; A TALE WITH A MORAI.J.
(BY

J.

P.O.)

CHAPTER I.
THE SPIDER OF ENTOMOLOGY.

fascination conveys
T H E word
most minds an agreeable

to
idea. We think of brilliant men
and women, whose preeminently
pleasing qualities attract all hearts.
But it seldom reveals to us that
there is another kind of attraction
- a nd that anything but delightful
-,vhieh this word fascination also
ill d iea tes.
Serpents, for instance, and foxes
.a re supposed to cast a deadly spell
over tlu-i r v ict ims, Whether this
is really the fact or not, I can not
from lny o w n experience decide;
although I can answer for it in the
case of the little honse-spider: for
I have actually seen one of these
insects charm and capture a large
butterfly.
The butterfly -had heedlessly

flown against a cobweb, 't h us entangling itself in a maze of glutinous threads; when up stole the
spider, and mercilessly attached
more lines to the stranger's quivering wings.
Then the "nlariposa" finding its
movements still further impeded,
jumped desperately, for freedorn ;
and soon made the whole net shake,
with its violent efforts. It was
evident indeed that the lines would
soon break.
And now ensued a serious struggle between mental f and JJhysical
insect-power. The spider ad vanced
on one of the lines, with the view
of securing his prey more firmly,
but the frantic struggles of the
latter prevented this, and moreover obliged hill} to execute a sort
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of tight-rope dance on his single
line, very much against his inclination; for he was naturally of 'a
staid and retiring disposition, and
greatly averse to making any
needless display of his talents.
Before any thing further could .
be achieved, however, it was evidently necessary that he should put
a quietus upon his future dinner;
so crawling upto the said dinner's
head, and heavin g his spindle legs
about for SOUle ti me, he man aged
somehow to send it to sleep-or
8 0 it appea red t o me-e-after w hich
h e resutucd ope ra ti o ns on t he
wings, an d finall y , h a vin g co ncl uded hi s work re turn ed to his h ol e,
In the first place he d iel not like to
run th e risk of a no t he r t ight- ro pe
dan ce; a nd in the HCCOJlt l , h e d id
not feel q uite isn r e th at his ropeR
were st ro ng eno ug h fo r their pnrp ose ; fo r, b ein g of an econom ical
t u rn of Blind, he had avoided expe nd ing mo re m a teria l upo n t he m

than had been actua.lly nece ssary.
l1etrcating therefore to his dell,
he experimented on the ::;t locng t h
of his prospecti ve moal ; and, sure
e nough, as his " proph etic soul "
had warn ed him, th e interesting
stranger soo n recovered from h is
tern pOl'ary inncl ion, and n,wakening ,
toa full sen se of hi s da.n g erou s sitnation, h eganfi ghtin ,g' harder for
lib erty. Then foll ow ed ::1, ren ewal
of the m esm er io application, the
POOi' butterfly "rout to sleep aga.in
as before, an d again the spider
m ore effect nally secured it s "ving's.
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This kind of thing went on for
about the space of an hour; the
butterfly alternately sleeping and
waking, and the spider attacking
and retreating until at last it had
completely subdued its prey.
This result was not, however,
.achieved until the poor deli cate
victim's wings were pinned to its
sides, and its whole body enveloped
in a cocoon-like mass of dingy web ;
w hile its beauty, g one for e ver;
was exc hang ed for an a.ppearan ce
which I can only cha racterize as
mumnnt-tike . Yo u would no more
have reali zed its former fairy elegance b y lookin g at tha t dust-colored a nd shapeless bundle, t han yo n
co uld h a v e. t old \v ha t ·Y orick was
like, by gazing at hi s skull.
. A las, poor b ut te rfly ! I t ga ve
THe a cree ping sensat io n of ho r ro r
to see yo u t h us-to realize how
t erri bl e had heen th e wo rk of t he
hideo us littl e be ing into whose
clutches you r unlu ck y fate h ad
doomed yon to fa ll, and w ho,
so mehow, seemed to me to be the
person ification of all d(~;'o;troying,
u nc rea ti ng ENVY.
If indeed the sp id er could but
ha ve transferred a portion of the
butterfly's b eauty to i tself, I shou ld
hu \ ' 0 felt bett er satisfied ; but no!
Hi s had been sim ply a work of
s po liutio n ; and he Iook ed all the
uvlier for t he ru in h e had efIected .
T :~H1l10t help thinkiud, indeed, that
this particu la r spiller must hav «
been the J.:T apolcon Bonaparte of
his kind; for never, surely, did HO

.A :Tale with a' No'ral.
small an insect accomplish, by the
force of what one might call solital'y genius, so great a ruin.
I~ittle did I then imagine I should
ever in propria persona experience
the horrible fascinations of one of

these uncomely creatures! ' Such,
however, has been nlY fate ; and
for the benefit of my readersI will
proceed . to tell them how it came
upon me.

'l'HE SPIDER OF

I was awakened one night by

'2Q3

IDEALIS~I,

Still, all the time,

111 y

arms were

as securely bound to l1ly sides by
'left temple,
the spider's horrid fascinations as
'I'he creuture had certainl y very the butterfly's wings had been by
light feet; hut oh! the feel of the scarcely more material cobweb,
1hose teet! I could have better
,;:\ t ·t iIn es it seemed as if 1 was
borne the feet of a giant. The fea- about to break through the charm,
thery 't h ing s s to od right on the by the force of Illy will ; but just
large vein at nlY left ternple ; and -t hen the spider, as it diyilling th e
the tln-ill th ey caused sh ot throu.gh state of the case, would return an d
every nerve in 111y body, alm ost
dance upon 111y left temple ; an d
stillingmy ver y heart, and rend er- my whole being would .relapse into
ing 111e powerless to raise e ve n a a state of helpless passivity.
.
fin g (~r to h el p In yself
I wa s like a man fastened on th o'
It\vaR ar;071Jj! 1'h ere I lay sea shore, within teach of the coinlike a log; and still th e obscene ,i n- iilg tid e. Every fresh line across
sect ceaselessly ti ckl ed 111 y foreh ead IHy face was like a wave creeping
with it s dainty lim bs.
nearer , t o take aw'ay my life. I
"V'hat was it d oin g ? Oh hor- Bev er before felt so keenly that
ror of horrors l It UX l 8 .!('t8ten 1~nfJ t he st ro nges t in gredient of agony
a 'web 0 ')( / 1n?l.!(1-ce-fo r lil y instin ct is the se ns e of helpl essn ess which ,
to ld Inc it was a sp itlc r -:lnd I ·it brin g s alon g w ith it.
fore saw DlY fate!
011 hea ven s wh at a d eath to di e!
N O\V it b eg an cross ing and re- 1'0 be killed by a common housec ros sing IllY brows ; and at e ve r y spide r !, Not ev en a t arantula ! J\
t ra nsit I fel t a new thread lyin g,
t hin o I could crush between fiusrer
b
like a ha» of iron , on my forehea rL' an d thum b if I onl y had t he pow er
something crawling about on

llly

~

.
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to raise my hand.
to keep her in wealth and luxury
My eyelids were, I suppose, but during the rest of her life! And
halfopen ; since I soon found the now she was about to lose me ·spider was traversing them; and me, her -only child and the mainevery time he passed it seemed as sta y of her life.
if they drooped lower, weighed
I was startled out of these reflecdown by the light but increasing tions by my own stentorous breathpressure of the ever growing web, ing. I was gasping like a man in a.
till at last they were quite closed, f t of apoplexy. Alas! The reason
and I became sensible that one of was, that the industrious spider
the outposts oj'my life 'was in P08- had closed up my nostrils with his
session of the enemy.
villainous web, 'a nd there was now
I had just retnrned from college, only -my mouth left through which
where I had obtained so much dis- to breathe. ~1 nother outpost gone!
tinction in the chemical department
Oh why could I not die at once?
that I fondly imagined myself a Why did Providence mock me by
.youthful Far aday ; and now the this lingering anguish? For was
earth and all things iu it .w ere for I not about to experience all the
ever shut out from my sight. suffering of a gradual suffocation?
.N ever again should I watch the I had beeu reading of those bad
wonderful combinations of acids old times in Europe when the
and gases in which I had hitherto "body s-iatchers,' in order to furtaken such delight! The world, nish food for the surgeon's dissectin which I had hoped to leave some ing room, kidnapped live people ar d
foot-prints, would know me no suffocated them by means of pitchmore. I should be to it but one of plasters placed oyer their mout hs ;
the many millions who had eaten, and now 1,Yas to experience all
. and slept, and died.
the horrors of " bU1~lc;lng,"-nlY
Hut, worse than all this, wns the executioner a little insect, whoso
thought of JUy widowed mother, po\ver I would yesterday hava
I was her only child; and hitherto laughed to scorn!
she had supported me -s-had workThere i~ a sense of degr::tdation
ed hard to do so, and had scraped in being killed by a contem pt iblo
the means together with much dif - foe. I would rather, ten times
ficulty-in the firm belief that lover, have been suffocated 1>y a
should one day repay with interest human villain like Burke than by
all that. she was now expending on a mean little tf..:pider; and I feit
TIle.
My highest dreams of ambi- more inclined to curse Fate fOI' the
tion all rcvol ved round her; for manru-r of my death than even for
could I but attain the goarf()1' which the.fuct of it.
I was striving, I should be enabled . 'I'han I pictured to myself the

~4
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affright of my f~'iends, when they
should discover me dead, and covered with the horrid mask which
the spider was now weaving over
Iny face.
But at this point I was aware
that the enemy was attacking the
citadel of life itself ;-that he was
about to close up Iny mouth.
I was spared, however, all fur
ther knowledge of his operations.
Whether it was that IUy previous
sufferings had been too much for
rne, or that the nerves of the lips
are more sensitive than the other
organs of the face, I cannot tell,
but the irritation of the spider's
feet, crossing H1Y lips, was maddening, and beginning to lose consciousness, I imagined myself to
be the celebrated ' lady who was
murderc d by having the soles of
her feet tickled with a feather.
Then Iny delirium took a more
pleasing turn, and I thought I was
playing once more with nlY dear
brothers and sisters in the home of
ill y childllood.
Soon, however, through the
restlessness of suffering, the dream
changed again, and nlY father's
small garden be came trnnsformed
into a very Eden, and Iny brothers
and sisters into bsrorsreous birds-ofparadise, and lordly peacocks,
The trees were the bzreeuest and'
the skies the bluest that I had ever
seen.
'fhe coloring dazzl~d IllY
brain, and the music of the wind
through the leaves was like. a
grand 7e Deum or Gloria in Ex~
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celsis ; but the music got louder
and louder, the trees greener and
greener, the skies bluer and bluer,
the birds swifter and swifter-until at last, in one grand swirl _of
color, movement, and sound, the
whole culminated in one tremendous crash in the brain; and II lost
illy senses utterly.
"Lucy, my dear! Quick! Hold
t he pepper-bottle to his nose. ·
There! He is coming round nicely. 0 Lucy, Lucy ! Never allow
him to sup off lobster salad again)
as long as he lives."
It was ' Aunt Jernhna's voice .
I knew it; because it was so like a
Jew's harp. And she was giving
directions to my mother about me.
I opened my eyes, and found nlYself in TI1Y dear mother's arms, who
with one hand raised Iny head from
the pillow, and with the other
held the pepper.bottle to rny. nose!
"1'\.11-t ishee. Ah-tishee! Pleasel.\h-tishee - · don't! Oh don't make
rne sneeze 801" And ainling one
vigorous blow at the bottle, I
knocked it ont of my mother's
hands and sent it flying across the
room.
"What's the rnatter with me ?"
I asked A unt J emirna.
c, Lobsters l " said she
ell tentiously. Then I understood it all !
I had come horne late last night
from college, and had partaken too
freely of the sumptuous supper
which nlY poor mother had prepared for her returned darling.
Hence a fearful nightmare of the
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most realistic description, and an
unearthly yell which disturbed the
whole. household, and indeed
frightened them all out of their
wits, except Aunt ,T emirna, w Ito
ascribed my .symptonls to their
true cause, anel administered proper remedies.
Tom ~foore says, "life is but
a dream at the best ;" but if it
were to consist of dreams such as
TIline, it wonld not be worth hav-
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ing at any price. I altogether
disclaim being such an idealist as
the ·poet if we may judge him by
this sentiment, seems to have been;
but yet I don bt if we suffer more
in real life than we do sometimes
in onr "visions of the night." At
all events I have gone a long way
to prove what I undertook to
prove, viz : that in real as well as
in unreal life, the spider is a very
"fascinating" insect.

CHAPTER III.

TIlE HUl\fAN SPIDER.

now tell TIle, gentle reader
rather, think the matter over
within yourself, and sol ve th e
question for yourself-c-are there
not such things in the world as
human "spiders?"
Nay, have not you individually,
within the range of your own personal experience, often met with
such?
Who ha s not griev ed over the
folly of that poor sill y human butterfly, the would-be "fast" you ng
man? See him, for in st an ce, just
entering .upon wh a t is ca lled life
- j ust becorn e, for th e fir st t im e .in
the whol e course of hi s ex istence,
his O\Vl1 · master l H e is t oler abl y
well off it may b e, i n a pecunia ry
sense. Well fed . and well dressed
already, he . is full y d et er mined,
now that, ~'h e can d o .as he likes,"
AND

-:-01'

to palnper the flesh still III or e.
F'riends he certainly has; " rise,
and prudent and faithful, " rho do
what they can to instil into him
a little of their O,Yl1 wisdom; hut
all is in vain. Butterflies do not
love such friend s. 'I'he sun of his
life's morning shines brightly upon
a gayer circle; a nd as its joyous
g learn light~ np th e broad and
flo wer-bespangl cd
path
w hich
9pe ns before his gaze, he flits on w ard, in careless ecst acy, le aving
all di sagreeable mon itors, to gether
wi t.h th eir ad monitions, in the
sh ades that close b ehind him, and
si pping honey fr om fro wer after
flow er on his way,

St ay! What keeps t im on
that particular 8PO~ upon w hieh he
ha s now settled ? ' So~et hi n oO' seem s .
t o glue down his. feet, s.o that t.hey

jl 1,(t.l.e 10ith a Moral.
can no longer move. He has ceased to look joyous. Nay, nOUJ his
expression is absolutely one of
pain !.
Ah! There is the human. "spider" close behind him ! The feet
of our bntterfly are in the gluti·
nons web ; and soon we shall see it
envelop his whole body, The
pOOl", foolish youth, who would not
listen to those who wished him
well, has been flattered and fooled
by a designing scoundrel. He has
wandered from the path of honesty: his sec ret- is in another's
keeping : he flutters like the butterfly that he is ; but his struggles
are useless, FIe is fascinated ! He
sleeps!
That is, his moral sense and his
conscience sleep; and the selfish,
plotting flatterer, within whose
toils he lies, encourages and protracts that sleep. The human spider desires to make sure of his
prey, whose violent exertions have
"shaken the net," and alarmed
him,
The cords are therefore
8trengthened on every side; and
before another struggle takes place,
the victim's chances of escape have
been rendered absolutely hopeless.
Manacled and fettered at' he is, the
human spider finds him now ' an
easy prey, and instead of exerting
the fascinations which he once
thought it needful to employ,
t.hrows off all pretence of friendship, and even of courtesy, and
pieroes his unhappy and well High
passi ve victim to the heart, All is
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over! He who might have been
the pride of his famil y and the ornament of society, sinks-morally
butchered-into an untimely grave.
The human spider, like his prototype, triumphs.
And what shall we say of the
'st ill more silly, the still more helpless butterfly of the fairer and feebler sex? Terrible indeed is her
fa..t e; for just as her senses are
more acute and her orgauization
more delicate, so also are her euf
ferings greater than those of the
sturdier and rnore callous youth.
And deeper, far deeper, alas! is the
pit of moral degradation into which
she sinks. Over her sad fate ·let
us draw a veil; but let it be the
veil of charity. But for the potent
fascinations which have ruined her,
what might she not have been?
Again the human spider triumphs.
Bnt the case is someti ..nes reversed. In Grecian fable, the spider-Llracllne-was a female. Nor
from the modern life of the nineteenth century is the female "spider" wholly absent. Not merely
the young, but sometimes even the
more ad vanced i.i lifo, fall under
the influence of her heartless fascinations; and, forgetting all " the
ties of family and all the obligations of religion, suffer themsel v~s
to be bound, hand and foot, in tl~'e
glutinous meshes of her everstrengthening web. In vain they
flutter. After each period of ternporary exertion, they find themsel yes yet more securely fastened
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than before; ' and at last become
the hopeless victims-e-sometimes,
'alas ! 'even in a natural sense-of
-the faseinating but deadly Arachne, within whose grasp they die.
Politics, too, have their" spiders." In every corner of the
political field-nay, even without
caring for the convenience of a
" corner "-they spread their nets.
These political spiders, indeed,
seem to forget the habits of retiremerit and seclusion which have
usually characterized the spider
race ; f01> they come bold Iy for'Yard, and spin their webs in public, and in the broad glare of clay.
And yet the political butterflies do
not take 'Yarning, and avoid them !
It 111ay seem at the first glance
that these political insects are less
harmful than the others of w hich I
have spoken. But I much question this. It 111ay frequently be
true, in particular cases, that the
injury they do is less than that
done by their congeners; because
oftentimes the intended victims
escape from their clutches. But
if their ,,?ehs are weaker, they are
tar In01'e nU111erOUS, and consequently, to that extent, 11101'e mischievous. It is from these "spiders"
of politics, indeed, that r~ost of the
cor r uption which pervades the
every-day life of a nation, arises.
They do not a1\vays "kill" their
victirns ; but they defile them with
t heir, venomous breath, and the defilernent is contagions, and spreads
from the field of politics into other

I
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dspartmeuts of life. The wings, too,
of the escaped butterflies are dusty
and draggled, and their flight is
ever low, even when no other harm
results.' . 80 that here, again, the
fascinations of the human spieler
do their work.
But ' what need we of illustrations so far-fetched as all these ~
Are there no hnman "spiders" even
within the honored walls of Santa
Clara College? If not, then, certainly, it . enjoys an exemption to
which no other college, in or out
of the Union, can lay claim. l\1.any
and Inany are the once promising
lads who have been ruined, 111Cn tally and morall y, by the fascinating arts of those vile III un an insects.
For a college is truly ,a microCOSIll.
By the close 0 bserver-auc1
boys are often very close observers
-al most ,everythin gIna y be de..
tected in course of operation there
on a small scale, w hich goes on in
the outer world on a 'large one.
There is the boy-butterfly, and the
boy-spider by his side, to entangle
him in the meshes of that web of
sin wh ich the "smart" fellows of a
college so often weave for the inoxperienccd juniors who look np
to them. And so, week by week,
the character of the "boy-butterfly"
deteriorates; and he is only saved
from corruption, if at all, by some
friendly hand- be it of preceptor
or of fello\v-student-which is happily outstretched in time to effect
his rescue.
L~nd now, when ce COUles such a
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character as this" human spider"?
What is his origin? Who is his
prototype?
N either are far to seek. Just as
our mother Eva was the first butterfly, so was the tempter who
ensnared her the original and prototype of all subsequent "spiders."
It is he who is the "genuine and
only Jarley"; and we poor humans,
mote imitative, alas! in the ways
'of wickedness than in those of
goodness, are merely" impostors '
and deceptions" when compared
with him. Our imitation is but
poor; onr po,,?er would be but
small, were he not in the ' back-
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ground to inspire and prompt those
w hom he uses as his instrumen ts.
And even he, powerful as he is, and
mischievous as he is, has only limited po,,~er, and limited cunning,
after all. There is a greater Power
ever at hand, to break the meshes
of his web for us, and set us free.
Let ns but seek the help of that
Power, at the very outset, and then
the whole spider family, male, female, and diabolical-(not to speak
of the spider-wizard of mydream,
into the question of whose sex T,
decline to enterj-s-may safely be
defied.

THE BEAUTIFUL DEAD.

I

GLANCED on the face of

contrast with the dark ringlets
the beautiful dead-on the that waved down from it around
lips that smiled at dawning joys- the sweet face, and half hid the
on the shade of calm sorrow for pearly w hiteness of the delicate
those whom she left behind in this neck. The form and features were
world that had been so sad to her. all transfixed in that happy moThat was the only thing earthly in ment, when her pure spirit Lade us
her features. All else was spiri- of earth farewell, " and hailed the
tually beautiful-far more so than sweets of heaven. The fair ,bod y
thebeauty of the living. Her eye- seemed to have tried to follow the ,
lids drooped over the orbs that had sweet, pnre soul, and to have stoponce shone so brightly, as in fear ped in the' transformation, only
lest the bright light of heaven when it had become half spirit.
should dazzle them. 'I'ho delicate . I looked for only one moment; but
nostrils seemed to quiver with ex- that moment impressed so softly
cess of the sweet odors of heaven; yet so deeply in nlY soul; the inlage
and the pure, fair brow, bathed in of the dead girl, that nought can
the light of glory, was in beautiful ever wipe it away.
YitSq:
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BRAZIL.

JAB. S,

T

KENNED~, (18t.

Raetoric. )

H E Empire of Brazil covers world, The intersecting chains
nearly all the area of the form 111any plateaux, or elevated'
Eastern and Central parts of South table lands, on which the agricultural wealth ' of the country deAmerica,
The area of this empire is 2,724,- pends. . Bound less prai des extend
000 square miles-s-an area almost far as the eye can reach, covered
equal to that of the United States, with that verdant grass which is
and on comparison with which the resort of countless deer, and
the majority of the empires now other timid anirnnls native to the
existing dwindle into insignifi- .laud. 'W hat exalted feelings spring
cance.
up within us as we glance over
The immense area of this empire that ocean of verdure which heaves
is, moreover, greatly diversified; and falls with the gentle zephyr,
and when we endeavour to picture 01' is lashed by the fury of ~ the
to oursel yes the broad extent and fierce tornado!
. b""ar H:R the eye can reach-at
boundless variety of the scenery
there outspread, the mind is eleva- that distant point w here heaven
tea by the thought of the gt-un<1ellr and earth seem to join each other, _
of God's works, and the lavish and commingle their- gorgeous
hand with which He bestows His colorings in their 'Maker's praise:tppear the forests-the awfully
bounties.
The principal ranges of mountains grand and solemn forests, the first
arc the Brazilian Coast Range, temples of God on earth! "That
the Orga.n, and the Gerald moun - solemn stillness reigns within their
What ferocious
tains. These long and stupendous dark confines !
ranges of rn()nt1t.ain~ ' which nr~ nnirnn18 thither resort, and dwell
stretched over the face of this ern- nnd bring forth their young in the
p ire-s-like giant serpents, winding very midst of those depths vw here
nd twisting for Iniles - ·contain the light of the sun is not seen!
some of the ' gl'audest and most 1-1 uge pythons hang suspended'
imposing natural scenery in the fl'OH1 the trees, And when ni~ht
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has thrown her dark veil of slumber oyer .the rest of the world,
what a wild concourse of life is
here! The animals are engaged
in their respective occupations, and
the woods are rent with their wild
cries.
But hark!
vVhat a sudden
stillness! The wild piercing cry
of the American lion breaks upon
the ear, and that is all. .1-\11 other
animals hush their wild clamor
when the voice of the I{ing of the
American forest is heard.
Such are the scenes and such the
inmates of the forests of Brazil.
Let us now glance at its commercial condition.
First and foremost among the
rivers of Brazil, and occupying no
mean position among the great
rivers of the world, comes the
..I.4 rri azon . This mighty and beautiful river flows through the northern part of the empi re, and fOrlTIS
one of the greatest conunercial
highways ever bestowed upon any
country. Through it ships can
penetrate the very centre of this
immensely rich region, and by its
instrumentality all the products of
central and northern Brazil, find
their \vay to foreign ports.
But let us look at another great
source of Brazilian wealth, viz:
the diamond iuul gold .fields, . 'I'h e
region inwhich these nrc situated
lies in the .c E~n t ra l and south-west.
part ' of the crnpirc ; and as it is
tra versed by . a. net-work of ri vers
and small streams,

all the

requi re-

ments for a productive VfTorking of
these mines .are at hand. Millions
of dollars are annually taken from ,
these great mineral repositories of
the country,
Thus we see that Brazil has in
her mineral and agricultural pro~
ductions a constant 8our~~e of present riches, and an inexhaustible
store of the materials for future,
.increase in wealth and iln portance.
Owing however to the lack of
internal improvement, the greater
part of Brazil is, notwithstanding
a.ll this, in a poor condition. The
rivers have hut lately been used as
channels of commerce, and are not
as yet of much importance in that
respect.
The population

l~

10,045,000

only one-third of whom are whites,
Brazil is a. conetitut.ional empire ;
and the go"e)'nl~lent is both popuIat- and well ad Ininistered.
The country 'is d i vided in to
twen ty one states or provinces,
twelve of which have a larger area
than Great Britain.
'fhe prl~f'S is free ; and ' a taste
for literature i.: developing :llnong
the whites,
The llornan Catholic rengion is
established by law, hu t all (~}'(ledg
are tol erated.
View ing di spassionately all these
numerous ad vantngp~ we cannot
hut think tha t in the. course of'
yea,l's Brnzil will rank with the
wealthiest and mo st .infl uentin.l
countries of the earth. In fact it;
cannot he otherwise. 1\ country
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possessing suoh j; commercial sys- acceptable to the people, and postem as her rivers afford, Si1Ch agri- sessing that energy which Brazi
cultural advantages as -the llanos,' to-day po sesses-cannot; I say,
pampas, and table lands 'offer, and but take her place, eventually,
such mineral wealth as her mines,-' among the i}lfluential countries of
governed, moreover, in 'a manner 0 the world.

ECHOES

~'ROM

A NEST OF ·OW LETS.

(BY THE FIFTfI. ENGLISH CLASS. )

Ie I beheld the westward marches
Of the .unknown, crowded nations. '

olf

In the woodlands rang their axes,
Smoked their towns in all the valleys,
Over all the lakes and rivers
Rushed their great canoes of thunder.

*

~

*

I beheld our nation scattered;

*

Saw the remnants of our people
Sweeping westward wild and woeful ;
Like the cloud -rack of a t empest
Like the withered leaves of Autumn."

-Longfellow.

MANY of our fellow-country.1
men look upon the Indian
as a bcing possessed of no rights,
as ·an intruder upon the -very
lands which God gave him, as an
eye-sore, as an incumbrance to be
got rid of by any means 'and as
soon as possible.
They accordingly treat him as
an enemy; and whilst proclaiming
that he is revengeful, treacherous,

b oodthirsty, etc., they do not
scruple to shoot him down {Ole the
slightest offence; yea, often for no
other offence than that he dares to
Ii ve and move upon his native
hills-that he has the audacity to
call these his home, aud the unpardonable temerity to defend that
home.
Poor red man ! Your love ' of
horne is a 'great crime Tn the ava-
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ricious eyes of your white. brother, seases among you, to shorten, no
and if you defend your wig wam-s- doubt, yourgreater troubles, N OV(
the home of your wife and child- and then he sends you as a ' token '
annihilation will be 't he certain re- of friendship, some blankets infecteornpenRe for your courage, your ed with the small pox, or 'p rovilove of farnil y and your patriotism. sions seasoned with poison, etc.
The shrill whistle of the escaping Again he seeks you out from the
steam, the click-click of the talk- lonely woods and rugged mouning wire, tbe busy hum .of great tains, and places you on some
man ufactories, the bustle of cities, charminq "Reservation," where he
the noisy shouts of "merry-mad" even employs men to take care of
school children, are sure ssign, you.e-onen who love you 80 much
it . is said ', of the "rnarch of pro- that rather than part with you,
gress" and the "advance of ci vili, they shoot you when you tl~Y to
zation ;" but all of these fall with a leave then}.
.fe arful import on the ear of the
~ut let us stop; thehenrt sickens
flying Indian Nay, even the glad- at such thoughts,-the pen refuses
RODle chimes of the ell nrch bells toll to chronicle \vrongs so foul and
the funeral knell of his expiring black--cwrongs which cry to Heaven for vengeance, and w hich
race.
.A.. s the trees fall under the Heaven UJlll avenge.
Besides, we do not intend to
woodsman's greedy axe, and t}le
hills and rocky ledges vanish be- write .a defence of the Indians;
fore the ad vancing railroad-tracks, though 'such an undertaking would
so must you, simple child of Ame- give us much pleasure, Soon they
rica.unake room for the enlightened will Iive only in history-a race of
ones, who ride on the vel yet cush- the past-a people that ioas. Steaioned seats of the rushing cars. dily driven ' westward DH' three
The sooner you are gone, and gone hundred years, they abandoned
for ever, the better. Yon fall by hunting ground after hunting
the bullet; you perish from hunger 'g l' OU ll d , crossed ri vel' after river,
and exposure in your endless exile; tra versed prairie after prairie,
but still you do not die fast enough clambered over mountain after
for your Christian. neighbor. Fill- mountain, until it seemed that the
ed with compassion for you in your great ocean alone would stop their
mameless sufferings and grief, his flight., and would give them a
benevolent heart prompts him to . qraoe andc home at the same time,
erect, in your midst, whisky stills,
.""rr hey -waate us-ay-like April snow
so that he rnay teach you to forIn the warm noon we shrink away ;
get your SOlTO'VS, as well as your
virtues.
He introduces new di- *\V. C. Bryant.

l }1~eb.
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And fast they follow as we go
Toward the setting dayTill they shall fill the land, and we
- Are driven into the Western Sea.'

from every stream and forest, the
moaning winds waft to her listening ear, a sad, sad farewell-

But alas! a fiercer element than
the surging ocean assails them from
the 'Vest. Their deadliest foe, in
war or in peace, the white man now
faces them from that quarter also;
and, urged on by the demon of
gold, he pursues these, poo,- wanderers more cruelly, more wickedly
than ever before.
Poor child ' of the forest ! Our
hearts bleed for you; and gladly
would \ve assuage yonr grief~ wei-e
it in our po\yer, and were ~vour
sorrow not infinite. Your chiefs
have fallen, your orators are silent,
yonr wise men bow their heads in
shame and degradation.
I fancy I ~ee a broken-hearted
widowed mother, as she sits alone
upon some wild peak, and sings:~

*" And" they said, "Farewell, for ever!"
Said" Farewell, 0 Hiawatha! '
A nd the forests dark and lonely,
Moved through all their depth of darkness,
Sighed ., Farewell, 0 Hiawatha! "
And the waves upon the margin
Rising, rippling on the pebbles,
Sobbed, " Farewell, 0 Hiawatha! "
And the heron, the Shu-shu-gab,
From her haunts among the felands,
Screamed, " Farewell, 0 Hiawatha! "

She looks to. the East, to the
West, and to the South, but finds
Il O welcome for he]' orphans.
'I'he
white man is _everywhere, . rrhe
Northern snow-bound wastes alone
offer her little ones a refuge; but it
isa refuge in death.
She looks
ouce more npon the valleys, upon
the mountains and prairies; she
hearkens to voices of the wind; but
from every woodland and vale,

Judging from the past, can ,ve
he wrong in prophesying that the
Irulian must J'>errisll.? \Ve cannot:
the truth is too sadly evidentYes: he will perish by the hand of
that w hite brother "rho boasts of
his enlightened superiority oyer
this untutored child of the forestBut TIlay He who is the God of
both, r-ave ] lis weaker children!
And may the white man not forget that he is a just God, who wi ll
require a strict account of every
injury done, and who will vpunish
with rigor ever y -d oer of evil !
Shall not Americans, as a nation
have to answer to Him .for the annihilation of this race of men ?
And w hat can we plead in our defence, at the bar of justice? That
the red man could not till the fields
as well as we ? 'I'hat he was of an
inferior race ? That he could not
appreciate t he blessings of modern
civilization? That he would be a
contiuual trouble and expense ?
That it w0111d not pay to ch ristian
ize and ci vilize him ? That, goaded

*Aubrey .De Vere,

*Longfellow.

*., - - 'The wounded deer can turn
And see the shaft that quivers in his
flank :
'Th e bird l~oks back upon its broken
wing:
But we the forest children. only know
VU1' grief is infinite, arul hath no name."
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to desperation by unheard of injustice and cruelties, he sought
satisfaction 'according to his heart,
in the tomahawk, firebrand and
scalping-knife,
and
committed
shocking barbarities?
Will such pleas, or others 1t'88
strong because less truthful, a vail
lunch with the Judge Who became
finn, taught, suffered and died, to
redeem those same Indians? Does
lIe who gave aU His blood for the
salvation of their souls, think them
unworthy of consideration? Does
IIe think it 1()ill not pay to treat
them as human beings? I-Ie offers
to them the Kingdom of .H ea ven
for all eternity; we refuse them
even the sites of their wigwam s,
All, yes! VVe must answer for
the destruction, for the murder of
fl people; and we have nothing jnst,
nothing worthy, to plead in exte nuation of such an , enormous crime,

And not only will individuals be
punished by Di vine J ustice, for
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their individual crimes against. the
Indians, but our own loved United
Stales, as a nation, must render
sntistaction to the same for the ruin
of this people, because their annihilation is also a national crimo ; for
national crimes, inasmuch as 1hey
are national, cannot be punished in
eternity, since a nation exists, as a
nation, only in time; therefore God
must scourge and purify the nation
in time, unless His anger be ap peased by penance and reparation
of the wrong. And we trust that
this reparation will 'yet be made.
Many wish to make it. But let us
stop. Already , ,~"e hav e all owed
our hearts to ear ry us too far, At
some future pe riod we may perhaps
treat of th is subj ect more at large,
and more log icall y; for th e present
let us hearken to t he "echoes" of
some owlets w ho wish to tell us a
few sad fat ts about the poor Indian.
We shall only add that
th ese filets are all true.

IIO ' Y TH'E INDIANS vVER E T HE A'l'E D IN NEvTADA.

•

(HENRY

"rALSH, 5th Eng lish.l

Ever since the ,vhite man landed
npon the soil of Alnel'ica, th e IlL
, dians have been ill-treated, robbed,
and abused.

.

Before tho advent of th e Europeall~, the Indians awelt in peace,
hunting the deer and buftalo on
the broad plains, and spearing the
beautiful fish in the .sparkling

streams. But the forests have been
cut down ; mills stand on their
fa verite fishing spots, and large
cities have been built "vh e j"c once

stood their humble ,vig\\"ams..
Their lands were not b ought
fro III them ; they were forci bly
taken away by t he white men, and
as the Indians resented such trea t-
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merit, wars ensued, in which the
white men have nearly always
been successful, until at last the
Indians can no longer point to any
spot, and say, ,{ That is our hunting ground."
To-day, I intend to speak of the
Indianwar which took place a few
years since in N evac1a; as it Inay
serve to sho w some of the causes
which, no w and again, lead to these
Indian wars ; and I 11l11st add, that
if the Indian's story could al \vays
be heard, we should probably find
that ill ninety-nine cases out of a
hundrod he was in the right and
his white brother in the wrong.
A remote cause of the war to
which I have referred was this : °A party of young men were C0111'ing to California; ' one of them
said that J"le\vonlc1 "have some
fun," as he called it, by shooting
the first Indian that he Blight see.
Unfortunately ' for himself, he
met one 'Y ho proved to be all old
:squfnv; but, true to his devilish
resol ve, he shot at and killed her.
'I'he party continued on their
journey, leaving the dead body
un buried; but they had not gone
far before they "were stopped by a
]arg~ band of Indians, who fiercely
demanded of them the 111U1'de1'e1";
and as the Indians were in over\V hehning uumbers, the white 111en
were obliged to comply with this
demand.
The Indians then invited the rest
f the party to aCC0111pany them
to the place of t ort Ire; for they
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had determined to put the coward1y murderer to a cruel death.
The party accepted the in vitation, in the hope of being ,able,
perhaps, to rescue their companion,
which, however, they conld not do,
'I'he Indians tied the culprit to a
stake, and skinned him alive; in,
tlicting on him at the same time
other tortures, till he expired.
'I'hey then gave his body to his
com pauions, who buried it aud resumed their ,yay without further
molestation,
These proceedings produced feelings of hatred on both sidos ; but
probably nothing further would
have come of them, had not another outrage, committed by the
whites, fanned anew the flames of
hatred and revenge; and that to
such a degree that it proved the
immediate cause of the war,
On the discovery 'of sil vel' mines
in .Nevada, thousa'nds of white
men flocked thither from California ; and a part y settled on lVCtlkC'J·~.'3 Iiioer, and opened a trade
w it.h the Indians.
One day, when a 1111111be1' of Indians w ith tl{eir families were visiting the -trading-post, for the purpose of trading, one of the white
Jne11 offered an Indian woman a,
grievous insult.
..J nst then the
husband of the woman came up,
and endeavored to take his wife
a\vay from the place; but the
w hite man tried to prevent him,
and a fight ensued, in which the
husband of the woman was killed.
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The now widowed squaw escaped and related her sad story to her
companions, who at once attacked
the station, killed the four men
who occupied it, and then burned
the houses.
The news of all _this coming to
the ears of the officials at Carson,
they at once sent a party of ninety
men to capture and chastise the
Indians.
When the latter heard of the
approach of this body of men, they
prepared for resistance, anel to the
number of about eight hundred ,
took up their position on a very
high mountain that overlooked thecountry through which their enemies would have to pass.
The white men did not think
that the Indians would make any
resistance; and hence they were
totally unprepared to meet them.
In fact, the greater part of the
whites are said to have been under
the influence of liquor ; and besides,
the men did not keep together.
The ninety n1e~1, then, were
straggling along, the rear being five
miles behiud the advance guard,
when the latter, numbering only
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fifteen men, attacked the Indians.
A fierce battle, or leather a massacre ensued, and only twelve out
of the whole number of white 111en
escaped.
Taught by this disaster, the
whites were more ,vary and prndent next time.
They got troops from California,
and in time put down the Indians;
though not without committing
outrages which cause us to . blush
for our race; as a single example
nlay show,
One nigbt, a party of these soldiers rode through a ca.mpof Indians, the occupants of which were
exclusively old men, women and
children, and k Uled e ve1~Y one in
the 'ca rn] ) "," though not one of these
had been engaged in the fig ht on
the mountain.
Candor, in short, forces us to
say, that the poor Indian is not
always worse than his oppressor,
nor his deeds of revenge more inhuman: than those nuprovoked
murders committed by his "civilized" foe; and that the Indian wars
have generally been provoked by
the excesses of th e whites.

THE INDIAN BRIDGE-KEEPER .
(J AME S ELDRIDGE, 5th English .) .

_r ile facts herein related are
stricti y true, and most ef the persons concerned are still alive, and
personally known to the writer.

A few years ago, there lived in
Idaho Territory an old Indian .
He ,vas ' very industrious, and
built a bridge over a deep, narrow
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gorge which crossed the road lead- throw him overboard, and no Ining from Florence to Boi~e Dig- dian will find it out."
gings.
Seeing them determined to exeThis cost him much hard work ;' cute this horrid propose..I, he begfor he had to bring his timber ged for life, saying, ' You 111ay go;
from a place more than five miles but do not kill me,"
a,vay; and he could not haul it on
By this time, however, they
a wagon, as the mountain trail were furious. They heeded not
was impassable even for an empty his cries, but seized him on the in,vagon; so with a horse he drag- stant and threw him over the
ged it along the narrow trail to the bridge into thestream that rushed
site marked out for his bridge. At along several hundred feet below.
length, however, he finished a
FIe struck the water upon the
bridge for foot-passengers; anel he flat of his back, and sank; butsoon
charged t wen t y-five cen ts for each rose, and sank again; whereupou
one who crossed it.
our travelers crossed the bridge in
Not long after he had completed triumph, and pursued their journey.
his work, a party of young men
.Alas, .what a crime l How ungoing from Florence to Boise, call ed for!
I-JO\V unprovoked !
fonnd themsel ves obliged to pass , How easy it would have been for
over the gorge, just ITlentioned,-a these 111en to have paid the poor
very dangerous and difficult thing Indian what he had a right to deto do, unless they ' crossed on mand ! But then he was art Inthe old Indian's ,b ridg e ; which dian : and how dare he ask a white
they determine i to do, though man for toll? They preferred to
t hey did not wish to pay the usual blacken their souls with the awful
toll of tweuty-five cents each.
crime of murder, rather than to
'Vhen the. old Indian saw this, pay a just demand. That eternal
he. told them that he had spent maxim spoken by Tobias to his
In uch time ai.d labor to con struct
8 0 11 , and inculcated anew by the
his bridge, aud that they ought, in divine lips of Christ Himself that
justice, to pay him. "But," con- we should "])0 unto others aswe
tinued he, ., if you have not any would have others do unto HS' ' ' 1110ney, you can cross without pay- was spoken for the bcucfit of the
poor reel man as\vell as for that
ing nuything."
Then the young fellows, in their of his white oppres;-;olo, and I hope
we lllay ever keep it before our
pride, showed him plenty of gold
dust ; and said they would cross ~ y e s , and he guided by it in all
a ny how, l\.t once they started to OU1· conunuuicatious witli our
·d o so, hut the old Indian tried' to nei gh borrbe he red, 'w hite, bro wn
rr black..
preven t them , One said, "I.et us
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13efore- I put . away my pen I
shall tell you another story which I
know to be true: and which is not
the same as that related by the
"o\vlet" whose paper precedes
mine ; though the crime and its
punishment were t he same,
In an elnigrant train w hich left
the "States" for Oregon, there
was "a young man who boasted
much about his bravery, and who
said he would kill the 'first Indian
he should C0111e across.
. /\.11 the others laughed ' at him;
.but, said he, a I'll prove it to you."
They endeavored to persuade
him to give up the wicked design,
telling him not to trouble the Indians unless they first troubled
him, Ho, however, continued his
threats, though few thought he
would carry them into execution;
and so, rnany of the young n1e11
made sport of him,
The first Indian \Vh0111 they saw
was a Rqua\V, picking berries. The .
young men shouted out to him,
" There is an Indian ;" and, seeing
the Indian woman, he immediatel y
went after his gun, and (though
. t hey tried to prevent hi
shot at
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and killed her.
This deed filled them all with
sorrow' and fear; nor was it without reason that they expected to
be :attacked and perhaps massacred
by the Indians.
They had proceeded about two
miles, and were all watching for
.I ud ians, when they saw a large
body of them approaching. . They
looked for nothing but instant
death; but the Indians halted, and
said, "If you do not 'give up to us
the murderer of the squa,v, 'V}lO
was doing nobody any harm, we
. will kill all of yon."
The emigrants saw there was no
hope of escaping, and that resistance was certain death to all;
hence they gave up 't he murderer
to the Indians.
These marched
him off, al~d skinned him- alive;
then they turned him loose, to go
where he pleased. He ran about
two hundred yards, and then fell
dead on the road.
And where he
fell , they, buried him-« all alone.far from friends and homo-s-in . the
dishonored grave of a coward and
a rascal,-as he \'vas-,vho had disgraced the -very name of n1:111.

AN AvVFUL

CRI ~l E.

(.JOHN D. HARVEY, 5th English. )

In the yeHr 1"85- several murders
were committed not far from C--,
a town in N evada County; and
there were nlany sig ns which

pointed ont the
neighborhood as
The inhabitants
convinced of this,

Indians of the
the murderers.
of C-- were
and determined
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to punish them, Hence a number
of them armed themselves and
started in pursuit of the supposed
culprits. 'I'hey scoured the 'country round about, and crossed canons and mountains without being
able to see a single Indian. .
But they did not like to go horne
without killing at least one.
N ow on their ,vay hack they
had to pass by a ranch on which
an Indian was working. He had
lived for some time with the whites
of that place, and was a goo~, honest and harmless fellow. The Indian-hunters knew this, but they
were bound to "kill an Indian,"
for tbey did not like the prospect
of being laughed at on their return
.h om e for not being able to kill a
single enemy. They went therefore to the ranch, and called this
poor man forth. Then they tied a
rope round his arms and drove him
before them. They told him hat
they intended to do with him ; but
he thought they were joking;"for
his conscience did not accuse him
of any crirne against the w hites,
and as they ascended the hill-side
he would run ahead, almost dragging after hlln the men who held

'v
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the rope.
But when they arrived at the
fatal tree, and he sa w that they
were in earnest, and really meant
to kill him, he begged and prayed
them to spare his life. No tears or
supplications, however, could move
the hearts of the ' " brave" captors.
'I'hen, seeing that entreaties would
not serve him, he summoned up all
his Indian courage, and told them
that if they dared to kill him, his
kinsmen would burn their houses,
destroy their fields, and kill all the
white people.
His threats, however, did not
have any more effect than his prayers; and they hanged him up to
the limb of a tree.
Perhaps he had played in the
shade of the same in his youth. He
had certainly often hunted the deer
on that hill side. Never had he
injured the white men ; on the
contrary, he had left his own peop~e to d well among them ; and now
they rewarded his Iconfidence by
hanging him!
Reader, I leave you to make
your own comments, The story
is true, and was told to me by one
" rho knew the parties.

("-

Alc!lenlY an« the Alchemlste.

ALCIIEi\lY AND rrIIE
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rv, McCLATCHY 1st . Rhetoric. )

rI-'HE

term fllfJhclny s~gllities the
pretended art which sought
as its principal object the tranS111U-t ation of the basel' metals into gold
and silver.
It was supposed, that, by intricate processes, a mineral 111ight be
produced which, when mixed with
the vcommon metals, could transform them into pure · gold. rrhis
prize mineral weut by the 11a111e of
lapis pliilosophoncm, or the philoeophere' stone : and 111any persons
imposed on the credulity, ignorance or su perstition of former
times, by deelarin'g themselv es the
possessors of it.
Some, indeed, effect ed the "trans- ,
mutation" be-tore spectators, and
succeeded in producing gold. 1Io wever, it is reasonably believed that
the agent of which they made use,
was an amalgam of gold, which, if
projected into tin and cupellated,
will leave H, deposit of the precious
metal.
Dr. Price of Gnildforc1 was, prohably, the last, in England, who
professed himself able to transform
nlercury into gold. He destroyed
himself in th e yeftl' 17 82, in order,

it is said, to escape the detection
of his fraud.
.

Though the "philosophers' stone"
was that for which the old "alchemists sho w ed the greatest eagerness, yet there was also another
thing which numbers of them
strove unsuccessfully to finel-the
elix ir »itce. This was an universal
medicine which, according to the
ideas of that day, would not only
cure all the ills that flesh is heir to,
but even possessed the remarkable
property of restoring youth.
'I'he "adepts "-,vhich was the
name given to those skilled in aloh em y -s-ulso endeavored to find
the allcah cst, or universal solvent.
..As regards the origin of the
word alcherny, there is great di spute; and H1any conflicting theories
are to be met \vith. · Thus three
authors gi ve as lnany different opinions.
One thing only is certain
and that is, that the "al" is an
Arabie prefix, signifying "the".
1)1\ Thompson says that the word
coni es from the root Kama, (the
constitution of anything) and gives
the definition of alchemy as "the
kno\vledg e of the con stitution of
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bodies." Another " Triter 'tells us and both, doubtless, actuated by
it is derived from a Coptic root, that avarice inherent in man's
cheims or hheims, meaning "secret" nature.
while yet another affirms that it
In every nation throughout Euowes its origin to . a. Greek ,yord- rope were numberless alchemists
XEG> or Xv~-signifying to 1-,OU1·. to be found, wasting aw"ay their
Of these it is difficult to say which Iives fn the murky atmosphere of
is the right one-perhaps, indeed, laboratories, in the futile hope that
it is none of them, and yet remains they might light on the precious
to be discovered. But the first object oft-heir search.
theory seerns to be plausible, as far
Among the many devoted
as regards sound; while the second followers of tl{is mysterious art
is still more so as .reg ards sense.
were Rogel' Bacon, Albertus
It is questionable whether the Magnus, Raymond Lully, and
ancients ever practised the art of Arnaud of Villaneuve.
Agai n
alchemy; . although it is sometim es there were Basil Valentine (b ~
, called "the Hermetic Art," from ] 400) of El'fnrt, 1,Y110 discovere d
the imaginary sage, Hermes Tl'is- nitri c and sulphuric acid s and
rneoistus. It is very probable that lu any antimonial preparations ;
it fir st .oa m c into notice, some cen- \ Tan .H ehn ont , who was th e first
turies after the Christi an ern, to notice gaseou s bodies and re cogamong the Arabians of the Calni ze the distin ction b et we en pe rnl aiphate. Even the nU111€ points t o nent gases and vaponrs : and Philip
' Ton Hohenhcim, b ett er kn own as
this inference.
After this it flourished SOI11e tim e Paracelsus, who made no dis eov ein the East, under Gebel', and th en . ries, but wa s noted for the b old' p assed into Europe where itwas ness with which he introduced
best known betw een the eleventh -ch em icals into th e practice of mediCine.
and sixteenth ceuturios.
N on e of these, however, can
A 11 cla sses, indeed, fr OTI1 the independent nobleman to the po or conlpare w ith Glauhcr. An activ e
artisan who depended on his d ail y experim ent alist an d an acute realabor for su stenan ce, found a last- sone r, he made In an y impo r ta nt
ing occupation in th is vain sear ch di scove rie s, BOHle of whi ch are
He wa s
. - vajn, that is, as reg ard s the ob- claimed as 1110(''1c1''n .
j ect w hi ch th ey strov e to nttain- thoroughly ac quainted with th e
th e on e hopin g to immortalize his p rop er ties of sulphuric and inuriatie
name by t h e di scov ery of th e acids , as is well d em onstrat ed in
great secret: t h e ot he r longing t o h is w orks, A~on g ot her t hin gs
succeed in order 't h at he migh t be h e wrote a pam ph let enti tled)
enabled to live in ease and lu xury ; "()unsolation of .1lcrvigatoTs . in

Alcherny ancl the Alchemiste.
~()hich is tCt'ught .Iuno they toho travel by sea 'lnay preserve themselves
from hunfJe'J~ and th-if'st, and also
fi'orn those disasters ~()hich are wont
to happen in 'lontq voyages)· uiritten for the health, comfort and
solace of all those who travel by
ioaterfor the tqood oftheir country."
The plan of employing extract of
malt as a portable diet, and diluted
muriatic acid to quench thirst, is
therein mentioned as worthy of
practice: and the writer speaks
also of the lnany medicinal properties of this acid.
Donhtle~s everyone knows the
story of the peasant, "', vho, on his
'deat h-b ed, told his idle sons that
he had nothing to leave them except his vineyard ; but that within
its bounds there was a concealed'
treasure which they Inight find by
digging.
Although they could
find no money, they turned np the
earth so thoroughly in their diligent search, that the promised
treasure was fully realized in the
abundant crop of grapes which
their vines yielded. 'I'he old alchemists were the sons who, lured by
avarice or ambition, t oiled laboriously that they might accomplish
their o wn selfish ends. 'I'hey were
unsuccessful as we well know, in
their search after the philosophers'
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stone; but they turned over the
hidden principles of nature very
thoroughly, and made many im portant discoveries, the true value
of which, mankind has since learned to appreciate.
The general result, then, of the
foregoing remarks must be that
though we may censure the alchemists for the selfish motives which
instigated them to . devote their
lives to such a study, we cannot
but moderate our censure when we
take into consideration the vast
benef t we now receive from their
laborious researches.
'I'o the "adepts" is ascribed the
discovery of phosphorus and the
concentrated acids. Nay, indeed,
it is . to alchemy that we owe the
scien ce of choJ1'l'istry, the discovery
ofgas, the steam engine, electricity,
and thosemany subtle agents that
minister so much to our health and
comfor t, And whatever may b e
thoug ht of the art as increasing
the superstition of former times,
and" wasting," as SOUle say, "valuable lives," it cannot hut be allowed that \\re ow e mu ch of our present knowledge of th e coustitution
of bodies to the observations of the
old .alchemists, and consequently
that the liv es so wasted were not
consumed without great results.

A 1j'ip to Santa Clara;
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A TRIP TO S...t\.NT...t\ CLAR...t\...

S'f, IGNATIUS' COLLEGE,

SAN FRA~CISCO, CAL.,-

January 9th, 1873..
.~

To the Editors o.f the O'VL,
Santa Clara College,
DEAR SIns :-A.s a slight return for your kindness in showing us, teachers
of St. Ignatius', everything connected with the O'VL Office, on the occasion of
our late visit to your College, I send you herewith a copy of a letter descriptive
of that visit, for insertion in your Magazine, should you deem it worthy that
honor. Trusting that you will overlook slight inaccuracies, and remember that
the sketch comes from the pen of a casual observer, and not from that of an
historian,

I have the honor to be ,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
. .-\.USTIN R, REID,

SAN FRANCISCO,

,V. J.

REID,

CAL., 9th January, 1873..

ESQ., A.B,

I£. .J·ll. Oivil Ser» ice,
Lonclon,
:-No\v that
N ew-Y ear's-Day has come and
gone, and another year has dawned
upon the ,world, I am reminded,
amongst other duties entailed by
the lapse of time, rtf the pleasant
.
one of writing; to yon,
I am 'Yell a ware I arn a tardy
correspondent; but it must be remembered that the life of a teacher
}\[yDEARBRo'rHER

presents for the most part a dull,
uninteresting prospect, hardly worthy of delineation, and that the
"day..dreams of a school-master "
are seldom bright-hued or roseate.
In IllY case, however, the monotony
oft he routine was recently broken
by the arrival of the holidays, and
hy a very delightful trip to Santa
Clara and San J'ose.: Let me then

,

l
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of the train, and away toward the
sea-line a lonely heron, mid-leg
deep, stands dipping in a pool.
At San Mateo, however, we noticed a decided improvement both
in the weather and in the scenery.
The damp mist that had hitherto
hung motionless over the plain ;
rolled off) and revealed a smiling
landscape. We · sped by orchards,
vineyards, fields of springing corn,
ing appointed.
The train started at 8.40 A.M., neat cottages nestling in pretty
gardens, snug farm-houses ensconand for about half an hour we
ced
in the pleasantest corners of
bowled along through the suburbs
their
broad farms, and stately
on such a degree of equality and
proximitv-c-I had almost said mansions standing proudly aloof
familiarit.y-e-with the open tho- amidst richly timbered parks; until
roughfares, as would astonish your ' at last, after a run of about fifty
old-country . eyes, accustomed as miles, our "iron horse,' puffing '
they are to see railroads fenced in and blowing as though he had
by walls, or hedges, or steep em- had hard work to get us there,
carne to a stand-still at the rural
bankments.
The northern portion of the town of Santa Clara.
Having arrived at the College,
peninsula on which San Francisco
a
pile
of buildings almost resemstands being very sandy, and albling.
a
town, we were received by
rnoet entirely destitute of vegeta-- tion, the scene along which the eye the President with a degree of cordiality and well-bred courtesy that
t.ravels from San Francisco to San
Mateo, some 21 -nli1es South, is convinced us in a moment of the
mostly wild and irregular. Itolt- sincerity of our welcome, and
ing hills and deep gulches and ra- would ha ve afforded sufficient
vines, evidently of volcanic forma- proof, had proof been needed, that
--tion, alternate with bleak morasses, the 'seience of refined hospitality is
until the landscape finall y assumes not altogether monopolized by the
the character of a barren moor, nn- gentlelnen of the old school.
broken ' b y an elevation of - any
After some time devoted to conkind, intersected by various. creeks, versation and luncheon, we were
_.a nd bounded on its eastern side shown to our rooms-s-which were
-b y sundry shallow estuaries of the all numbered, and were character..
Bay, Here sea-gulls sail past, wild ized by an ail" of neatness and.
fo \V 1 rise ina rush on the approach cleanliness that 'V<1S very - refreshtake y-ou, metaphorically, by the
button-hole, and tell you all about
it.
lIaving been invited by our
worthy Vice-President to join him
in a visit to Santa Clara College
during the holidays, all the lay
members of our teachiu« force
(with'two exceptions) duly met at
the Railway Station on the morn-

I
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ing to the eye~and having' enjoyed

safe. It is supposed to be about a
the luxury of a cool splash, we century old, having been originally
.started on our tour of observation, . imported from Mexico by the old
convoyed by our own Vice-Presi.. Franciscan Fathers, and left behind.
dent, who by reason of a long resi- by them on their departure from
dence there in former days "knows Santa Clara.
That they had it in
the ropes," and accompanied by constant UEe is evident from the
one of the Fathers of Santa Clara. fact that it was found, open, on
First we descended to the court- the music-stand in the church.
Leaving this eloquently silent
yard, or, as. the boys call it, the
." Fathers' Garden," which is rect- world of books, we next visited
angular in form, and laid ont ill the Infirmary with its 1)U111Cl'0l1S
flower.. knots, with a crystal-cleat" bath-rooms, and its apothecary..
fountain, full of gold fish, ill the shop, and were pleased at the
centre. This court-yard or quad- cleanliness and comfort visible in
rangle is surrouuded by foul' l'O\VS all its departments,
of building, one of which is, if I
Thence, after a glance at some
remem bel' aright, allotted to the of the class-rooms, we gained
Fathers as their residence, and the the play-ground-a very spacious
one. "I-Iere we fonnd t\VO well
other three to college purposes.
Emerging thence we proceeded arranged gynluasia, near w hich
to the" vineyard, w hich is of con . . were 80111e "score or so of boys,
siderable extent, ana is planted ,"v hose homes were too distant to
with French vines, with olives, and admit of their visiting them during
- -w it h various kinds of fruit trees. the short Xmas vacation, busy
Returning thence to the : quad- with their bats and balls, and makrangle, we ascended a flight of iug the "\velkin ring" with their
steps and were shown into the sh rill treble voices.
Next we entered a large buildFathers' Librnry, w hich is largeheing stocked with about 10,000 ing that forms a boundary line to
voluuies-e-nud contains sundry lite- the play-ground on that side, and
rary curiosities, among which aloe a found ourselves in the Chemical
hook of prayers printed ill thirty- and Philosophical Lecture-rooms,
three different languages, and a Passing thence through the Laboponderous :1\18. tome containing ratory we reached the Museum,
various offices of the Church, set and after that the collection of
to GI"egol'ian chants. The leaves Philosophical In struments, This
of this curious volume are of sheep- latter is really a mazniflcent one.
skin, and its covers are massive It is said to be the finest on the
i loon plates, (studded with . bolts) coast; and in Iny opinion it is fully'
mat Blight serve as sides for a equal, if not superior, to that of
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and of home manufacture,
At the termination of dinner we
adjourned to a comfortable sittingroom, where cigars w ere passed
round; and for a happy hour or so,
to use a nautical expression, ·" re
~ ' blew a cloud and spun yarns."
During the course of the ,evening we visited the swimming-pond,
had a galue at bowls, SOUle targetpractice, a ramble into Santa
liness, and ventilation.
Clara, and a stroll back through
~Iountin.g ]ligher, we gained the
Observatory, from which we look.. the dim twilight,
After this we made once 11101'e
ed do wu Hpon the College Grounds
and the various buildings that the oft-repeated circuit of the vehound and intersect them, npon randah, which runs, internally,
the quiet town of Santa Clara with round the quadrangle, and which
its one 01' t \VO modest spires, and was uo w lighted by Iamps-e-enjoybeyond it upon a country of varied ing the novelfy of the situation,
beauty and richness, 'V ell calculat.. li:stenillg to the frequent bells and
to the periodical chimes of the
cd to please the eye of a farmer.
Descending once more to the College Clock; and pondering the
play-ground we visited, first the while on the wonderful method
'I'heatre, which w e found a model and organization of that Society
of chaste and classical architecture, which the world so violently de.externally superior and internally uounces, but which for all that has,
here and in a thousand other places,
fully equal to allY theatre in San
F'rancisco--e-wit]: seats for ;\000 created eOSI110S out of chaos, a
spectators, and an excellent orches- . world out of a wilderness, and has
tra ;-then the respective Debating rver and everywhere been the
Halls of the Philalethie and Phil- staunch support of religion, ci vilihistorian Societies, and lastly the zation and progress.
From this reverie we were arousCollege Chapel.
ed by a SUllU110nS to supper-s-not
Our ciceroni then conducted us
to the Refectory.,where a first-class an unwelcome one, for C0l111try air
Having again done jusdinner was served, at which the is keen.
President and one of the Fathers tice to the good things set before
joined us. We did it ample jus- us, we were treated to some music,
tice. It was quite an intellectual voca and instrumental ; after
meal ; the wit was as good as the which we returned to the abovewine ; and the latter was capital, mentioned sitting-room, where we
the Queen's University at' Galway.
Leaving this abode of science,
we ascended a flight of stairs that
led to one of the DOl'll1itories,-an
apartment which ( wit.h Navy re..
collections still fresh) I immediate..
Iy christened "the LerLh-deck"resembling as it did that quarter
of a man-of-war in three wellmarked fen.t.nrcs ; roominess, clean-
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smoked and told tales as before;
and finally, having wished one
another, and our hospitable entertainers good-night, we sought onr
respective bed-chambers, with the
pleasant conviction of having
spent a very happy day.
Indeed 80 happy did it seem to
me, that I was in no hurry to
bring it to a close; and so, having
"turned in," I fell-not to sleep,
but-to dreaming. Listening to
the various sounds-c-the distant
foot-fall, the chime of bells, the
bark of country watch-dogs-till
. they died a,vay ana were succeeded bythe deepest silence; watching
the numerous lights that twinkled
across the quadrangle and which
gradually disappeared as night
wore 011, yielding to the influence
of the hour, and finding' myself foe
the f rst time since early youth,
reposing beneath the "shel ter of
academic walls ;-nlethonght we
two were boys at school again,
beside the calm I~ing's Ricer.
The rustic bridge still spanned the
stream, shoals of the finny tribe,. perch, and trout, and gra.yling-hovered in its shadow as of old ;
the abbey meadow wore it s ver~
dunt carpet, l)l'ight with "a ll the
floral gelns of spring; the well
looked clear and cool as ever; the
ancient abbey, heavy with the
grilne of nigh a thousand years,
"Still heavenward reared its ven erable
head;"

while, on the hPl!:;ht bcvond, t w o
opposing boy-armies, wh ose shouts

of shrill command and peals of
nlerry laughter carne floating on
the breeze, fought hard for victory
at a game of foot-ball. Ah, the
rapture of those school-boy days!
And so dreaming, wide-awake, of
days gone by and of scenes twice
a thousand leagues distant, I finally fell 'fast asleep and ceased to
dream.
At early morning, long before
dawn, the Fathers were astir ; the
busy bell w ith frequent stroke, inviting them again and again to a
rapid succession of Masses. Much
later , was the hour at which we
visitors bethought oursel ves of rising. Some of us indulged in
the luxury of a morning bath; and
all having made our toilets and our
orisons, repaired to the refectory,
,vhere a substantial breakfast was
set forth.
After breakfast we visited consecutively the Laundry, " There
everything is done by steam po,ver ; and the O\YL office, where we
observed that business was conducred wit h skill and method, and "
where we learned with pleasure
tba t tl.is enterprising' bird flies as
far as th« Eastern U ni versi ties, not
to ment ion others nearer homo, ana
feJehes back "exehangC'~."
Then last, hut not least, we paid
a formal visit to the Chnrch-a
glorious old templ e bui lt by the
Indian s of the Mi ssion under the
direction ef the Frunciscau Fat hers. Its style is ' Mexican, the
walls bei l~ g composed of adobe,
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being of enormous thickness. . But taut road; and, in the.background,
althouzh an old church it is not as are the roofs and towers of Beth..
old as the Mission, the latter.dat- lehem, Everything is solid; staing as far back as l777. This tuary, grotto and miniature 1110Ull"
Church is quite lUtlTO\V for its tains,
This old-fashioned church has a
length, being one hundred ana
twenty feet long and. but thirty handsome modem front, beside
wide. It contains seven altars \vhich is a piece of ground, formerly used as a burial place, where
richl y decorated, several tine old
paintings, and a remarkably well "the rude forefathers of the hamlet
executed crucifix, to \vhich there sleep."
Having now completed our tour
is an Indian legend attached. I
shall not however relate it here; of the College, and seen \vhatever
was worth seeing in Santa Clara,
as it is unauthenticated.
"we
took the horse cars for San Jose.
Taken all in all, this is agrand
old church; a .tittil}g place for The morning, w hich at an earlier
prayer; a place in which sacred hou had worn a somewhat threat..
instincts steal into the heart, and cuing aspect, turned out beautiful.
calm and peace-"that peace which N ature delights in these pleasaut
passeth all llildel'standing,"-des" surprises in spring; and in Cali..
the
cend upon the soul, like the "dim fornia spring treads closely
There was a
religious light" that fulls, subdued, • heels of winter,
freshnessand purity in the ail', after
upon the floor.
'I'hrough a door-way in the wall, the night's rain, a savor of spring;
that was absolutely delicious. Aud
which reveals its immense thickness we passed into a 8111.111 chamber I do not snppose that in all Caliwhich contained the Xmas "Crib." fornia there is' a prettier or more
This latter is a mi racle of art. delightfully picturesque bit of'road
It was brought all the way from than that three miles between
Rome,
The foregeolllld shows Santa Clara and San Jose. It is
the interior of the grotto, with
broad, straight, level, and overMary and Joseph, the new-born arched by t\VO magnificent lines of
Babe, and the shepherds three.. trees; while the seenery on either
Through the 1110nth of the cave, hy side is ext reruely stately and parkThe trees meet and some..
a judioious arrangement of light, like.
are some grollps of wonder-stricken t.imes interlace, above, and so compeople, ont <;>11 the hill-side, gazing pletely overspread the road as to
at the supernatural star; exul tan t give it somewhat the appearance
angels are hovering in the ail"; the of a railway-tunnel, though not a
Eastern Kings with their trains of very dark one just now, as they
camels are travelling along a dis- are bereft of their foliage. I fancy,
~
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somehow, that a mid-summernight's stroll along that lovely
road,-here checquered with broad
patches of moonlight, there very
dark, and weird-like,-sonletim:s
revealing marvelously minnte patterns of leafage on the ground, and
anon displaying a moonlit glade
of enchanting beauty-would be
enongh to recall, transiently though
it might be, the brightest dreams
of youth.
But here we aloe at San Jose!
It is quite a pretentious looking
place, with a decided air of stir
bustle and business. It boasts of
a few pretty good hotels and
hanks, ~ but has only t\VO decent
streets; and although, compared
with Santa Clara, it seems a nlagnificent city; yet,contrasted with
San Francisco, it is after all but a
beginning.
However, as an offset against
this unfair comparison, I am willing to admit that, whilst our City
Hall at San Francisco has but lately been started, and our new Mint
is not as yet complete, San J osc
can claim the credit of possessing,
at the present moment, a public
building which has no equal whateyer in San Francisco-s-tbe new
Court House.
And furthermore I will here
state that it will he a lucky city
that can boast of t wo as courteous
and obliging civic officers as the
Sheriff and Connty-Clerk of San
Jose. These gentlenlen, to whom
we were perfect strangers, took us
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all over the ' building" explaining
everything as we went, through
the courts ana offices, and up to
the roof of the dome.
From this elevated poin t a scene
of singular beauty meets the eye.
Let us analyze it. At our feet lies
San Jose; immediately in front of
the Conrt House St. .James' Square
and just behind it the prisonquite a model one, Looking toward St. J ames' Square, a little to
the right of i, and not qnite a
quarter of a mile distant, stands
t he State N ormal Training School
in the midst of a fine green C01TImon ; 'v hile off in another direction
lies the Southern Pacific I{ailroad,
with its trains corning and going.
For miles in eyery direction stretches the rich and fertile Valley of
Santa Clara, with its orchards,
vineyards, and gardens; its broad
farms, as well tim bered as those of
your midland counties, with rows
of lofty cotton-wood trees interspersed with straight-lirnbec1 poplars ,and graceful wi llows ; and its
mansions, half hidden by encircling
groves, and sometimes standing
amidst parks studded with oaks,
that, sentinel-like, stand grimly
apart, rearing aloft their stnrdy
arms like dumb custodians of the
land. One sees, also, the people in
the streets below, occasional ,vayfarers along country roads, teamsters with their teams afield, groups
of cattle dotting distant farms,
a stream winding sil verly across
the plain, here and there a rustic
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spire, the town of Santa Clara, or scene of rare and surpassing lovelimore properly speaking the Co1- ness. '
Ieee which forms the most imporOn our return to the College we
tant part of it, and in short the found luncheon on the table; after
w hole broad bosom of this delipartaking of which, and thanking
cious valley, bright with the first the Fathers of the College for the
rich verd ure of the spring, and kind and courteous welcome they
surrounded by an amphitheatre had extended towards us, we soon
of hills-some with their summits found oursel ves in the train, flitting
wrapped in clouds that cast past the self-same scenes described
sleepy shadows down their sides, at the outset; leaving behind us a
and others en veloped in a " purple "land of milk and honey," and
blcom't-e-Iying outspread beneath speeding City-ward.
the eye, steeped in, all the magic
And now, wishing yon, and all
hues and shifting tints and exqui- in the dear old homestead, a happy
site delicacy of coloring" . bright New-Year, and many, many more
yet tender, of 'a California land- besides,
:seape, and presenting a pastoral
I remain,
Your affectionate brother,
AUSTIN

R.

~Elb.

--------- '
DEADLY NIGHT SHADE.
(BY "YUSEF.")

W

A S e'er a flower beautiful as thou,
'
That. hid such poison 'neath such petals fair,
Like love with beauteous eye and sno,v-pure brow,
""Vho poisons loving hearts with anxious care?
Thou hast a fascination in thy name,There is a loving odor in thy breath;
But thou art symbol of deceit and blame,
And in thy fragrance thou exhalest death..

Editor's Table.
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PUOFESSOnS

AND

SLUD-Wl\TS..-
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We feel truly grateful to you for
'th e kind .interest in the O'VIJ, which you
have . shown and are showing us in 21,
substantial manner : that. is, by sending
in your articles, thick and fast. Still,
howevcr-we are constrained, like Oliver
Twist, to ask for more. Do not think
that 'you can give us too lunch. Only
let. it be of the.right kind as almost all
that we have received has been, and
never fear thatwe shall have too much.
W e would remind the professors and
also th e students of all the English classes, that all articles, of whatever kind,
coming from those classes, must bear
the written approval of the Professor of
the class from which they come. For
the sake of uniformity, the word impri:
matur, with the signature of the Professor has been chosen as the form of such
approval.
We would thank writers, also , to write
on one side only of the paper and to
number each page, which will save
much trouble to the Editor and printer..
All manuscrlpts and communications
are to be handed to the Editor General .
TlfANKs.-'rhe sin cere thanks of the
are due to our Financial E :.litoi·, 1\[1'.
A. Sauffrignon, who remained at th e Co1lege.usslsting' in getting out the la st nUlUbel' of our magazine, during the g rea ter
part of the Xmas Vacation,
OWL

'fnI'; question, H · Does the O\VL do job
printing?" has often been aske(}. · For
the benefit of those who wish to know
we unswer : the O'VI. does not . do jobwork, as it does not possess a printing
office. The O'VL Is printed by the College, and the Association 'pa ys for the
printer's labolt by the month.
·\-VB are indebted to the kindness of
Mr. A. Waldteufel, Music Hall, San J ose, .
for the February number of that excellent magazine, the CathoUc lVorld. Commont on the present number would he
superfl nons.
TUE

Grisuold (}olleg-ian has died.
I

r
THE Notre Dame Scholastic. has im proved itself to a great extent by leaving
out the long "Roll of Honor," which.
took up a great part of its' space..

THE OaUfonda Apt G(~lle!ry is the
title of a monthly journal publish ed in
Sun Francisco, devoted to Music, the
Drama, Art and Literature. 'I'he first
number is before us, In its prospectus
it says: 'I'he .Ll r t .Gallm'y will appenr
as a monthly, containing twelve pages
of original and selected reading ma tt er .
Each number will be embellished with a
fine chromo, illustrating our California
scen ery, and produced by a new process
H
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"THE TYRO," (Canadian Literary Institute) is a well edited "Baptist" magazine; I t comes to us all the way from
the bleak, snowy regions of Canada.
However, it is a most welcome visitor,
and we are glad to seeit coming to enjoy
the genial sun of our happier clime.

amo~lg all the Indians we ever saw, women had still greater rights. For, in
fact . we never yet saw a noble redman
who disputed the right of his squaw or
squaws, to do every bit ot the work, not
only inside of the tent, but outside of it
also. In fact, the Indians insist that the
women shall have their rights and practise them. As an example of this, one
may often see an Indian and his wife
trd\·eling, the latter in the full enjoyment
of her rights and womanly dignity,
trudging along with their joint" pack"
upon her shoulders, whilst the chivalrous "Lo" marches along, fifty yards
ahead of her, in all his native majesty,
unburdened, in every sense, with the
things of this world; and his soul, no
doubt either, yearning for a communion
with the spirits of his departed fathers,
or that other kind of spirits which he
poetically denominates "firewater."

" THE P ACKEU QUAHTERTJY" has been
received. It is published by the Senior
Class of the Packer Collegiate Institute
Brooklyn. N. Y., and does credit to the
seat of learning whence it emanates, Its
fair editresses, having received several
interesting points of information from a
late sojourner in the Indian Territories,
make, anlong others, the following remark :-" But what. gave us most satisfaction was, the-fact that women's influenee is felt in many "rays among them,
and that in the 'tepe,~ or tent, ' she
reigns supreme, no one daring to dispute
her authorit~." 'Ve might add , that

QUI{ big brother, the Ooerland Montll,
ly, contains in his February number, the
usual amount of good reading matter.
"Little Brown Bird" is a very pretty and
pleasing piece. ,~V ere we not very reverential, we would venture to criticize
the versification in "Breakers," but some
of the ideas are really good. An old
French letter, giving a very good account
of the early Jesuit Missions in Lower Califoruia, and mentioning incidentally, some
facts concerning the habits of the natives
in those times, is interesting. It is
translated by Bishop Kip (Protestant) of
San Francisco.

known as chromo-typography, together
with an original piece of music arranged
by composers of talent and acknowledged
ability."
\Ylth the first number is presented a
chromo, representing a view of the Merced River: and an original piece of music
entitled, "'fhc Yosemite w altz," some
parts of which are very pretty.
e
think that the.A rt Gallery fills a vacancy
which has begun to be felt in our Pacific
Coast literature, and we hope that the
good' taste of the public, will cause it to
as well supported as it deserves to be.

"T
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IDI~E

E RE we are, once more back ~t
~.
chool after the Xmas holidays!
The school-books are dusted; the inkstands refilled; ne\v triangles grace our '
blackboards; the 'g enius of study spreads
his wings over our heads.
The last
touch of' home-sickness has worn away ;
the vacation has been talked over till
nothing now remains to be said about
it.
In fact, to be brief everyone
looks happy and is studying hard. We
ha ve no doubt this half-session win be a
pleasant one.
Already the days are
gro,ving perceptibly longer; the trees in
the play-ground are putting forth their
buds; and the ground itself is covered
with a carpet of' grass. Everything
points to the speedy return of spring, the
sweetest and most beautiful of ,all sea,
sons. Our poets look forward to it as
the tillle of flowers and butterflies; our
matter-of-fact men hail it as the banisher
of cold mornings, cold winter, and cold ness in general ;--everyone longs for its
arrival, as a season of lightheartedness
and pleasure. Men who are accustomed
to look far ahead of them, begin already
to think of the June Examinations-c-the
great ordeal of all our students-s-and to
prepare themselves, so that they Inay
either walk forth into the world with all
a graduate's honors, or at least with
many premiums and advance higher intheir classes. \Ve wish success to all.
'Ve' bid the discontented be of good
cheer, and then week after week will
slip past unnoticed.
e recommend
study to the idle, for if they will but be

II

•

x o r s s.

studious, they will

1)0

longer find the '

h01U'S drag along on leaden feet; and ~o

our late companions, whom the return
of the Session has not _brought back to .
us, we wish unbounded success and a '
happy life.
THE Phrlhistorian Literary Society
has reorganized, with the following list
of offlcers. Rev..J. Pinasco, President;
F. ~I cCusker, Vice President: R. Del
Valle, Recording Secretary; ' V. :l\IcClatchy, Corresponding Secretary; W. Hereford. Treasurer; II. B. Peyton, Censor;
J. Coddington Librarian; H. ·'Va.llaee,
.Asst. Librarian.
rl'HE Parthenian Dialectic Society has
made no change in its officers,
THE Dramatic Society reorganized on
Saturday ' evening, January 17. The
e1ection of officers resulted as follow's:
J. Poujade, Vice President, (reelected);
...~. L. Veuve, Secretary, (reelected) ;
D. Furlong, Treasurer; F . ~IcCusker,
Censor; J. .A.. 'Vad dell , Costumer,
(reelected); Mr. Raggio, S.J~, Stage Managel', (reelected); J. L. Carrigan, Promptel', (reelected.

'" Committee on Cast of' Oha1·acte1·s.--.).
Carrigan, J. A. ',,"add ell , A. O. Ar guello, A. Veuve, D. Furlong.
Committee on Selection of Pll~Y8.-F.
)£cCusker, H. B. Peyton, J. F. Dunne.
L~

"T

THE

Sanctuary Society held its semi-
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Idle iVotes.

annual election of officers, January 9th,
with the following result : Mr. B. Calzia
S. J., President; .Jas. Walsl1, Vice President; V. ~IcClatchy, Secretary; A. Pierotich, Treasurer; Jas. Walsh, Sacristan,
1"hos lIan-ley, Censor.
TH~ following comunication is from
the ., Opposition" Base-ball Club:
Santa Clara College,
Jan. 15, 1873.
EDITORS ·'O,vL."-Dear Sh'8 :-1 have
been requested by our President to send
you the following list of officers w horn
we have elected to-day: .\J1'. Ken nn, S.
,J., President: V. ~JcClatchy, Vice Pre~i
dent; Chas. Ebner, Secretary ; P. Soto,
"I'reasurer : C. Flood, Ct~nso;: P. Soto,
Captain 1st Nine. 'I'he election of a
Captain for the 2d Nine was posrpoued
un til our next. Illeeting.
I remain, etc.,

CHAR. ERNE1:'.

Sec. O:B.B.C.·
\YE nrc much pleased to learn that
our junior : students have organized a
Dramatic Society. The gentlemen who
have made this IHOV('. deserve lunch eredit ; for we think that a society of this
xind will be of great benefit to the
younger students. Besides affording
them a pleasant pastime, it will cause
them So advance in the declamatory art,
w hich is RO necessary in this country.
\Ve hope this juvenile society will be
well sustained, and that success will
crown all its efforts. Its Secretary has
ki ndl y furnished us with a list of' the
officers, which we insert below :
IVfr. It I(eulJa, S.•J., President; Jus.
'Vulsh, Vice President; Louis PalInel',
Secretary : 'Yn1. Davis, 'I'reasurer ; Win.
Furman, Censor; A. Bell, Prompter.
SKVERATJ of our students attended a
concert given at .• Gormania Hall," San
J ose, by our Professor of Violin, Mr. E.
Gramm, on 'VednpsdnyeYening, Jan.
16. FrOTH all accounrs the cntcrta.in
ment \VHR n success, and refipeted Q.TC"ut
credit on Prof. Gramm .
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rrHE "Unequaled" Base-ball -Clu b
sends us the following for insertion:
Santa Clara College, Jan. 12, 1873.
EDITOUS

"OwL,"-IJea1' Si'1's:-Allow

me to inform you that- on this day. (Jan'
12) we have reorganized the" Unequaled" Base-ball Club, with the following
officers: Mr. Calzia, S.J., President; ...-\
Pierotich, Vice President; Wm. Furman,
Secretary; A. ~IcCone, Treasurer : .I.
Norris, Censor; 'VITI. Davis, Capt, 1st
Nine; ,J. De In, Cruz, Capt. 2d Nine.
I remain, etc.,
'Y~r. Fun:MAK,
Sec. D.B.B.C.
\VJ~ have n little story to relate COl1oerning a certain worthy professor of this
College-,vho is also one of our "Prefects
of Studies." The night before the Xmas
Vacation, he kept "Late Study," as usual,
and seeing that there were only three or
four students in attendance, he allowed
the seductive influence of Morpheus to
OVerCOITIe him, and, leaning buck in his
chair, sank into a gentle sleep. .At length
the time arrived to close the Study; and
still he slept on, blissfully unconscious of
Study IIaU or students. But all, the
lack of hU111an magnanimity ! Slowly
and noiselessly the boys arose from their
seats, put out the lamps, and . left the
Study Hall. Many quarters had been
rung by the college clock, before the Pl'Ofessor opened his eyes; and when a t
length he did so, it was to find hiIllsel t'
sitting bolt upright in a chair in SOU1e
clark unknown region, For some mo ments he could not realize his position
and a doubt en tered his head, he tells
us, as to whether he UXUJ ·r cal{.y l d rn8elj or
not. Gazing around in mute amazement,
at length his eyes fell upon R lamp that
was shining with the faintest possibl e
gJinnl1el', in a far earner of the Srudy
IIalI. In an l nstant the whole affair wa s
made clear to h ini, HIHI he groped hi s
way to the door, fully convinced tha t
al thorigl: naps are very good things it is
. sometim es rather dan ~·t.~ron~ to indulge in
t.h ern .

•

•

Olio.
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A TR AI N E D bear, escorted by h is k eep,
er, came into the yard some time since
Bruin performed a variety of fantastic
tricks, much to the delight of the younger portion of our students, and showed
himself to be a very gentl emanly and
patient animal, as 11e resented all liberties taken at his expense, with calm and
lofty dignity. He made his exi t amidst
the prolonged shouts of his Jouth ful admirers.

st and, com;nence pra ctising in a shOrt
tim e. I t consists of some sixteen instru..
ments, several ofwhich are played by
gentlemen of acknowledged talent; and
consequontl~ we are justifiable in expecting something great. The list of the
officers of this new society has not yet
been handed to us, but we hope to insert
it in n ex t month's issue.
A Base-ball Nine, picked from the
Fifth English Class, has played and won .
t h ree match games this mon th, Good
for t h e Fifth E nglis h r

WE have receiv ed information to t h e
effect that a college orch estra has been
organized. Its members wi ll, we under-

o

J-A I

Y

OUNG A~IE RI CA .- \Ve noticed a
very small boy,- - perhaps he was
three feet high, and te n yea rs old-behind an enormous oigaretta , and whil e
he scientifically inhaled eve ry draw, we
re m inded him that h e should not smo ke ;
bu t lie . said it "vas h is superio rs' fa ult,
for they took a-way h is chewing-gum.
We told him w e would inform h is
mother of hi s smo k ing, but h e answered
as pert youngst ers al way s do : "1 don't
· care ." ,. Bu t she would punish you se.verely," we sai d . " Bu t she wouldn't."
"Why n ot ?" " Because 1'111 too big,
now." So, a specimen of " Young America," an d a ve ry 8III all specimen, too, is
too big t o suffer from therod of parental
correct ion. This is surely a progressive
age.
FAIJLI!\G OVER A vYHRRL-B.. :\RROW. If yo u have occasion to use a wheel-barrow, lea ve it, when JOU are through
w ith it , in front of the house with the
handles toward the door, A wheel-barrow is tho most complicated thing to fall
over on the face of the earth. A man
would fall over one ~rhen he would ne ver
think of falling over anything else; ' h e
never knows when he has got through
fall ing over it , either ; for it will tangle
his legs and his arms, turn over with
him and rear up in front of him, and.just

l }1~eb.

o

as he pauses in his profanity to congratulate himself, it takes a new turn and
scoops m or e sk in off of him , and h e commences t o evolu te an ew, aud bum p him
s{-:lf on fresh places. A man never 'ceases
to fall ove r a wheel-barrow until it turns
completely on its back, or brings up
against som eth ing it cannot upset. It is
the mo st inoffensi ve looking object there
is, but it is more dan g erous than a loco motive, and no m an isuccure with on e
unless he has a ti ght ho ld of the h an dles
and is sitting down on someth ing. A
'wh eel-barrow has its uses, with out doubt,
.b ut in its leisure moments it is the great
blighting curse on true dignity.--Dan
bury News.

'I'me teacher of oue of our grammar
classes told his students that two negatives were equivalent to an affirmative,
when Charley said : "l\1ay I go to t he
black-board?" ,. No," said the teacher.
'.' Please, nlay I go to the black-board;"
again repeated Charley." "N 0, Charley,"
emphatically answered the teacher. But
Charley stood up and de liberately walked to the board. " Charley! " said t he
teacher severely, " Did I not te ll you n ot
to go to the board." '" Yes, sir; but you
said 'No,' twice, and 'two negatives are
equal to an afilrInative.'"

Resul: oft the Eeam incaion.

Ginen by the Student» in Santa Ulara (}ollege. December, 1872.

J
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Result of tlie Examination.
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STUDENTS' BUSINESS DIR,ROTORY.

'I'he following is a list of reliable persons who patronize us.
every student make it a point to patronize them:

AttfYrneys-None.
Banks-McLaughlin & Ryland, San Jose
Hibernia Saving and Loan Society,
San Francisco.
Barbe1~s-Phil.Schmittspan, Santa Clara.
Bake1's--None .
Booksellere and Statione1's-A. Waldteufel, San Jose; Payot,Upham & Co.,
San Francisco.
Boot and Shoe .Merchants--Pulverlll an ,
. San Jose.
Gandy .Manujact'ure1·s--~iaurice O'Brien,
San Jose.
'Oarr riage Jlanujact1l1'e1's-Thomas & McQuaid, San Jose.

Dentists-N one.
.D11/uggists--Gates and Rhodes, San J ose.
D1'y Goods Merchants-E. Mahoney, San
Jose; Spring & Co., San Jose.
GJ'oeers-E. Lamory, Santa Clara; John
~I. Swinford, Sun ta
Clara; Louis
Pinard & Co., Sun Jose; Devine & Abel ,
San Jose.
,H otels- Cal11el'On House, Santa Clara.
Insurance Agents-None :
Live1'y Stables-None.
Photographers--E. Schroder, San Jose.
PlU1nbe1'~J ames

Hagan, San Jose.
Publications->' The Young Crusader,"
Boston, Nlass.

Oigar Sto1·es-J. F. Tobin, Santa Clara.

Resta1l1·a1'its-J . Piscicli & Co., Santa
Clara; "Buckeye," San Jose.

Clothiers and ffIerchant Tailors-J. Dine gan & Son, Santa Clara,

Sportsmen'« Empori1l1n- Felix Sourisseau,
San Jose.

------ -----
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NEVER FAIL TO SELL.

.

.

lASH

"'''h'~!'''' ''''''';''
The Goo(ls are the best manu.:Catu.red %1.:.':::::::::;';

~:::~

r:

THEY ARE BOUGHT FOR CASH,

. 1"" ''''''''''-

AND80LD FORLIVINGPROI?IT.'J.
~

Bargains are Spring & Co's speciality
)

~~YQ ~~
W 'D~H(

~ 0Q)~~

THE ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE
Thirty-two Pages every Month.

$1.00 PI~~R ANNU:NI.
I'remiums for Clubs. Send for u specimen of

THE

I mporters, Booksellers, Stationers
and Pu blishers,
620 & 622 vVashington-street,

SAN FR.ll.LV(}lJ.4.;GO
Which will be read throngh and through by every
member of the family, young' and old.
Vol V. begins with Jan 187S, Subscribe now
by sending One Dollar to the Editor,
REV. WILLIA~I BYRNE,
Crusader office, Boston, Mass.

~

364 First st., San Jose.
F~~U~

$@WJ~U$)~~~WJ1)
PROPRIETOR.

~

Sportsmen's Articles sold at the
lowest prices.
~

~ Gun» repaired at shortest notice

DEVINE & ABEL'S
Family Gl"oce r y Store,
1

Cor. El Dorado and Market sts., San Jose.
~A full and complete assortment of
TI-IE VERY BEST ARTICLES always
on hand.

Cor. Main and Franklin sts., Santa Clara.

Eo

LAMO.R~·

Proprietor,

Banking House,
OF

g~~A1lW@II~lfm

~ ~lfLA1Nr~ t

Corner of First and Santa Clara Streets,
SAN .J O S E .
R eceiv e Gene ral and Special Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency, deal in U- S
Bonds and Legal Tenders, and do a General Banking Business.

DRAW

EXOH.L~NGE ON

DONOHOE, KELLY, &, Co., San F~·ancisco.
EUGENE KELLY, & Co., Ne'W York.
CONSOLIDATED BANK (Limited.) London.
BANK OF IRELAND, Dublin.

TELEGRAPHIC TRANSFERS MADE ON NEW YORK
(
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GalIV('/l~ized anut Blltck JVrtte1'i p ilpe,

SL~BS

:YIARBLE

AND W AS~BOWLS,

Copper and ZInc Bath Tubs, etc., etc.
0
366, ...-J68 & 370 Santa lara st.,
S .A N" J 0

S E

TO

r...'
~
~.
"

'

;'.Y

:J

(Opposit e the Opera House).

c

.

..

CHANDELIERS, GAS FIXTURES,

i
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~

-

DEALER IN

l

~ ,

"' ~~'"

fT -i~J. lES 111\Gl \ N ,

~JI

~
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~

FARMERS.-:~:I:
H·OSE,.

a Iurge and well select ed
st ock of all kinds of
which I will sell at two cents per foot
r eduction from former prices, nntil further notice.
.

Plumbing and Gas Fitting promptly done.

1~1~I~r.'
,
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fi~t~~~~~~~
, OJ.
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'VHOLES.ALE AND HETAIL

John F. Tobin,

i,anta~Jlara
~:qQP m!OU~e~
~
~
~ ~~t'"

DEA.LER IN

(Odd Fello\vs' Building,)

Fru its,
Pi pes,
Nuts,
Cigars,
Confectionery, Tobacco,

Franklin st., Santa Clara,
JJ@~~ ~~~(j~~Ue>-)~U

S T A '1' ION ·E R Y ,
~alu~n (!j)olltlt-. ~ ·pe,ctn.,lt~,
N. lV.

C01',

llIcals at all

&t.,

lYoskington &; Franklin sts.,

&

@~!)

PROPRIETORS.

110UI~S.

All the deiicacie« of the Season on hand.

(Opposite Odd Fellows' Hall.)

SANTA CLARA.

~~ G j v e

us a Can,
--- - - - - - - -

E. SCHRODER, ·

Cor . First and El Dorako sts. , San Jose .
(Entrance en Firs(Street.)
Every description of Pictnres taken on
short notice and on the most REASONABLE 'I'ER~lS.

LOUIS PINARD & CO"

m
~,

~

=
~

274 Santa Clara st., San Jose,
DEALERS IN

PA~IL-Y

G::ROCEB,IES_
~ All orders promptly de li vered , and
satisfaction guaranteed .

.~

~~-~~~:,<~--~~~'~

~

f

E. MAIIONEY,

S. E. cor. SantaClaru & :M~l,l'ket sts, San .Jose. ~
. Dry Goods,
a~
Gents' and Childrens' Clothing,
$
]
Boots and Shoes,'Hats and Caps,
~

I

~~

1f

,.\

~c_.,_

et c. ,

.fi
.

3aiLalf, i11

f. J

.
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etc.

fJataltli'ih/~e'.1t i'i .a t tach e.lL.
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J. DINEGAN

.

& SON,

M@yr~hjaJm Jt. ija~[Q)r~~

Franklin st., Sallta Clara. .
just rec eived a new snpl-in vitAVING
ply of Goods, we .respectfully
e all who wish

Aneat and stylish Suit ofClothes

BUCKEYE RESTAURANT
2 9~ Fi rst Street, San Jose.

JJ~~~ ~~UV@~ "

~@~~

PROPRIETORS,

. Tile cheapest, neatest arui .
best Restaurant in Sa1~ Jose.

to call and examine our stock before
going elsewhere. We "will keep constantly on hand a good assortment of

BEAVERS, (in all shades)
BROADCLOTHS,
DOESKINS,
French, English, Eastern
and home-made Cassin1eres
ALSO

All the delicacies ofthe season on hand

Clam Chowder a speciality,
(On Tuesdays and Fridays.)

Hot English Muffins and Coffee every
morning.
--Open Day and Itig Itt.

.

A good variety of Vestings
01l1' 1,f)ork is its oion recommen- .

dation;

Our lJ 'rices

reasonable

AND WE
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or no fra(lt.
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SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA,

YOUNG LADIES' INSTITUTE.
HI S Institution, whi.ch is incorporated according to tl~e laws of th~ State, and
T
empowered to conferacademical honors; commenced Its Twenty FIrst Annual
Session on Monday, August 21st 1872. .
.

The Course of Instruction embraces all the branches' of a
thorough EducationTERMS:
, Entrance to be paid but once
,
~ .$15.00 ·
Board and Tuition, per quarter. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .. 62.50
Washing, ' per quarter. ~
~
12.50
Physicians' fees unless it may be preferred -to ,pay
the bill in case of sickn~ss;.'per quarter ... '. . . .. 2.50
'0

•

••

Plano, Vocal Music, Drawing and Painting form extra charges; but there
is no extra charge for the French, Spanish or Gernlan Languages, nor for Plain
Sewing and Fancy Needlewor •
Payments are required to be made half'a Session in advance.
Pupils will find it much to their advantage to be present at the opening of th
Ses~on. ,
.

~t~ H~~'f~~ A@~d~RW~
SAN1'A OLARA.
HI S Institution is conducted by the Sisters of Notre Dame, and was opened in
August 1.872, to afford those of moderate means an opportunity to procure for
their daughters, at a trifling expense, a sound, moral and intellectual education, such
as will help them to become useful and intelligent women.
"
To placethe benefits of this Institution within the reach of the greater number,
the charge will only 'be $16.00,per month, payable in ad vance.
In connection with the above, there is also a

T

Young Ladies' Day School.
. '1ERMS :-Elementary Class. per Month

'
Primary
"
" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
EXTRA.:-French and Spanish Languages per Month
~
Piano
'
,~
..•
~
Plain vocal Music _
Vocal Music of a higher degree
.•
0
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0

0
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0
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$3 .00
1.50
1.00
6.00
35
2.00

